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Abstract Ligament mechanical behavior is primarily regu-
lated by fibrous networks of type I collagen. Although these
fibrous networks are typically highly aligned, healthy and
injured ligament can also exhibit disorganized collagen archi-
tecture. The objective of this study was to determine whether
variations in the collagen fibril network between neighbor-
ing ligaments can predict observed differences inmechanical
behavior. Ligament specimens from two regions of bovine
fetlock joints, which either exhibited highly aligned or disor-
ganized collagen fibril networks, weremechanically tested in
uniaxial tension. Confocal microscopy and FiberFit software
were used to quantify the collagen fibril dispersion and mean
fibril orientation in themechanically tested specimens. These
two structural parameters served as inputs into an established
hyperelastic constitutive model that accounts for a continu-
ous distribution of planar fibril orientations. The ability of
the model to predict differences in the mechanical behav-
ior between neighboring ligaments was tested by (1) curve
fitting themodel parameters to the stress response of the liga-
ment with highly aligned fibrils and then (2) using this model
to predict the stress response of the ligament with disorga-
nized fibrils by only changing the parameter values for fibril
dispersion and mean fibril orientation. This study found that
when using parameter values for fibril dispersion and mean
fibril orientation based on confocal imaging data, the model
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strongly predicted the average stress response of ligaments
with disorganized fibrils (R2 = 0.97); however, the model
only successfully predicted the individual stress response
of ligaments with disorganized fibrils in half the specimens
tested.Model predictions becameworsewhen parameters for
fibril dispersion andmean fibril orientationwere not based on
confocal imaging data. These findings emphasize the impor-
tance of collagen fibril alignment in ligament mechanics and
help advance a mechanistic understanding of fibrillar net-
works in healthy and injured ligament.
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1 Introduction

Ligament mechanical behavior is governed by the com-
position and organization of its fibrous protein network.
The primary fibrous constituent of ligament is type I col-
lagen, a structural protein that assembles hierarchically from
tropocollagen into fibrils, fibers, and then fascicles. Collagen
networks in healthy ligament, as well as tendon, typically
exhibit uniaxial alignment. However, healthy ligament and
tendon can also exhibit disorganized collagen architecture
(Clark and Harryman 1992; Gohkle et al. 1994; Provenzano
and Vanderby 2006). These disorganized collagen networks
are prevalent in granulation tissue and scar tissue, andmay be
associated with the inferior mechanical properties observed
in repaired ligament (Frank et al. 1999). Studying the effect
of collagen architecture on ligament mechanical behavior
could advance a mechanistic understanding of fibrous net-
works and clarify the functional impact of microstructural
adaptations.
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Fig. 1 Specimen acquisition
for tensile testing. a Specimens
were punched longitudinal or
transverse to the primary loading
axis (as shown by the dashed
lines). b Punch dimensions,
where gray represents the
targeted grip region

The mechanical contribution of the collagen network
can be examined using constitutive models that incorpo-
rate structural parameters into the mathematical stress–strain
relationship. These structural parameters can be experimen-
tally measured at variable length scales, and the prediction
of mechanical behavior can, therefore, be directly connected
to material microstructure. For tissues with disorganized col-
lagen fiber networks, relevant structural parameters include
fiber dispersion and mean fiber orientation, which are both
properties of the fiber orientation distribution and are mea-
sures of material anisotropy. The incorporation of a fiber
orientation distribution into constitutive models of soft tis-
sue was introduced by Lanir (1983), and these models have
since been used to predict mechanical behavior of the arterial
wall (Gasser et al. 2006; Hansen et al. 2009; Holzapfel et al.
2000), aortic valves (Driessen et al. 2005; Freed et al. 2005),
pericardium (Sacks 2003), ocular tissue (Girard et al. 2009b),
and recently, tendon (Bajuri et al. 2016; Szczesny et al. 2012).
However, models that incorporate a fiber orientation distribu-
tion have not been commonly applied toward ligament (Wan
et al. 2012). Moreover, there are few validation studies that
use imaging data to quantify the predictive benefit of includ-
ing a fiber orientation distribution into structural constitutive
models of soft tissue (Ni Annaidh et al. 2012; Sacks 2003;
Szczesny et al. 2012).

The objective of this study was to determine whether
variations in the collagen fibril network between different
ligaments are predictive of observed differences in mechan-
ical behavior.

It is hypothesized that the prediction of ligament mechan-
ical behavior will be improved by using an anisotropic
constitutive model that incorporates a specimen-specific dis-
tribution of fibril orientations from imaging data compared
to a constitutive model that assumes transversely isotropic
fibril alignment.

2 Methods

2.1 Overview

A combination of experimental and computational meth-
ods was used to test the research hypothesis. Twenty-four
healthy ligament specimens from eight adult bovine hooves
were mechanically tested in uniaxial tension to characterize
quasi-static mechanical behavior. The collagen architecture
in the mechanically tested specimens was imaged using con-
focal microscopy. Images were digitally processed using the
software application FiberFit to quantify the fibril dispersion
and mean fibril orientation of the collagen network (Mor-
rill et al. 2016). These structural parameters were input as
specimen-specific material coefficients in constitutive mod-
els of ligament. Experimental deformations were applied
to the models to simulate the uniaxial tensile tests previ-
ously performed. Finally, statistical analysis assessed if using
structural parameter values from imaging data improved the
constitutive models ability to predict the observed mechani-
cal behavior.

2.2 Tensile testing

Eight hind left fetlock joints were acquired from a local
abattoir and were frozen within 5h of slaughter. The fet-
lock joints were allowed to thaw for approximately 1.5h
prior to dissection. The lateral collateral sesamoid ligament
(LCSL) and palmar annular ligament (PAL) were removed
from each joint. These ligaments were selected because the
LCSL exhibits a highly aligned fascicle network and the PAL
exhibits a disorganized fascicle network (Fig. 1a). These dif-
ferences in fascicle organization between the LCSL and PAL
were observed from gross examination of the fetlock joint.
To obtain a consistent cross-sectional area between speci-
mens, each frozen specimen was mounted onto a vibratome
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Fig. 2 Mechanical test methods. a Specimens were loaded in uniaxial tension. b Test protocol (grip-to-grip strain as a function of time), where
the applied preload was 0.05 N and the bold portion of the last cycle indicates the region used for mechanical analysis and model validation

Table 1 Physical dimensions of
bovine test specimens

Specimen type Length±SD Width±SD Thickness±SD

LCSL longitudinal 11.60 ± 1.23 1.60 ± 0.28 1.93 ± 0.48

LCSL transverse 10.19 ± 1.16 1.51 ± 0.21 1.68 ± 0.36

PAL transverse 11.11 ± 1.31 1.44 ± 0.22 1.80 ± 0.47

grip-to-grip; all units in mm

disk using cyanoacrylate and sliced at a 1.5mm thickness at a
speed of 2.5mm/s and frequency of 100Hz (LeicaVibratome
VT1000 S, Buffalo Grove, IL). All frozen tissue was then
punched into dumbbell-shaped specimens (Fig. 1b) in accor-
dancewith the length-to-width aspect ratios recommended in
the ASTM standard for testing of fiber-reinforced composite
materials in uniaxial tension (ASTM D3039 2004). Spec-
imens from the LCSL were acquired by aligning the long
axis of the punch longitudinal or transverse to the preferred
orientation of the visible fascicles (Fig. 1a). Specimens from
the PALwere acquired by aligning the long axis of the punch
transverse to the primary loading axis, which was estimated
based on nearby insertion sites. Notably, it was not feasible
to punch the PAL specimens relative to the preferred ori-
entation of the fascicles, since the collagen fascicles in the
PAL were visibly disorganized and layered. Specimens were
clamped for uniaxial tensile tests (Fig. 2a) and loaded into
a mechanical test system (Instron E10000, Norwood, MA)
with a 10 N load cell (Honeywell, Morristown, NJ; accuracy
± 0.01 N). In total, 24 specimens were tested: eight LCSL
longitudinal specimens, eight LCSL transverse specimens,
and eight PAL transverse specimens.

Specimens were preconditioned prior to quasi-static
mechanical testing. The preconditioning protocol consisted
of a 0.05 N preload, followed by 20 triangular cycles at 1 Hz
(Fig. 2b). Longitudinal and transverse specimens were pre-
conditioned to 12 and 8% grip-to-grip strain, respectively.
This preconditioning protocol was found to improve test
repeatability and reduce laxity. Grip-to-grip strain was cal-
culated from a ratio of grip-to-grip displacements (l/ lo − 1),
where l is the current grip-to-grip displacement and lo is the

reference grip-to-grip displacement (Peloquin et al. 2016;
Quapp and Weiss 1998). After preconditioning, a preload
of 0.05 N was again applied to establish a consistent ref-
erence length. The reference specimen dimensions were
quantified by taking the average of three measurements
using a digital caliper (Mitutoyo, Aurora, IL; accuracy ±
0.03 mm) (Table 1). Ten triangular cycles at 1 Hz were then
applied. Longitudinal specimens were loaded to 7% grip-
to-grip strain to ensure the stress–strain response entered a
linear region, while transverse specimens were loaded to
6% grip-to-grip strain to avoid tissue damage. Force and
displacement were continuously recorded at a sampling fre-
quency of 5 kHz. Cauchy stress along the loading axis was
determined from the engineering stress by assuming incom-
pressibility. Mechanical analysis was performed on the first
half of the 10th triangular cycle (Fig. 2b). Using a MAT-
LAB linear curve fitting function, ‘lsqrcurvefit,’ the linear
modulus for longitudinal specimens was calculated as the
slope of the stress–strain curve when it entered a region
with a highly linear correlation (R2 ≥ 0.98), and the lin-
ear modulus for transverse specimens was calculated as the
slope of the last quarter of the stress–strain curve. The tran-
sition point on the stress–strain curve between the nonlinear
toe region and the linear region was used to compute the
transition stress and helped compute the toe region modulus
(Lake et al. 2009).

2.3 Confocal imaging

Following cyclic mechanical testing, specimens were
removed from the clamps for confocal imaging. Microscopy
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Fig. 3 Confocal images of the
LCSL and PAL show differences
in collagen organization at
different hierarchal levels. a
Collagen fascicles and fibers
could be distinguished in the
LCSL, b but were difficult to
distinguish in the PAL. c
Collagen fibrils are highly
aligned in the LCSL, d and are
disorganized in the PAL. All
confocal images analyzed for
this study were acquired using a
63× objective lens to view the
fibril network as distinct
elongated structures (c and d)

slides were prepared by embedding the entire dumbbell
specimens in cryogel and slicing to a thickness of 50 μm
using a cryostat at− 20◦C (Leica CM1950 Cryostat, Buffalo
Grove, IL). Prior to embedding the specimens in cryogel,
hemostats were used to manually stretch the specimens to
approximately the maximum strain applied during quasi-
static testing in order to image the collagen networks in the
linear stress–strain region. The autofluorescence of collagen
fibrils and elastin was imaged with a Zeiss LSM 510 Meta
system combined with the Zeiss Axiovert Observer micro-
scope and ZEN 2009 imaging software (Carl Zeiss, Inc.,
Thornwood, NY). By using confocal microscopy (Fig. 3a–
d), collagen fibrils in the LCSL and PAL can be viewed
as distinct elongated structures (Fig. 3c–d). Imaging data
were acquired with a Diode laser source (405 nm), a 63×
Plan-Apochromat oil-immersion objective lens (numerical
aperture = 1.4) and an emission long pass filter of 505 nm
(Monici 2005). Multiple images from overlapping optical
sections (2 μm) were collected in a z-stack, projected into a
2-D image and exported for analysis. Three z-stack projec-
tions, 2 μm deep, from three distinct regions near the center
of the gauge length were obtained from each LCSL longi-

tudinal specimen and from each PAL transverse specimen.
Using the scale bar and zoom features within the ZEN imag-
ing software, a random sampling of collagen diameters was
used to verify that θp and k were being analyzed from images
of collagen fibrils, and not collagen fibers. The collagen fib-
ril diameters in this study were between 300 and 1000 nm,
while the reported range for collagen fibrils in rat tail tendon
is between 50 and 500 nm (Kastelic et al. 1978; Screen et al.
2004).

Each LCSL transverse specimen was assumed to exhibit
the same collagen fibril network as the LCSL longitudinal
specimen that was punched from the same fetlock joint. In
total, 48 z-stacks were acquired. The collagen fibril network
was visible in all z-stacks, except for five z-stacks from two
LCSL specimens. To approximate the LCSL collagen net-
work in these two specimens, five z-stacks were acquired
in the contralateral LCSL. These contralateral specimens
underwent the same freezing protocol, but were not sub-
jected to uniaxial tensile testing. A potential reason that
fibrils could not be clearly imaged in five of the LCSL z-
stacks is that high tissue density limited the depth of laser
penetration.
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k =1.87 θp=117 °

Fig. 4 Screenshot of FiberFit user interface after analysis of one confo-
cal image. Upper Left) Grayscale z-stack projection of ligament. Upper
Right) Fast Fourier transform power spectrum. Lower Left) Polar plot
of normalized power intensity that plots the mean fibril orientation θp

(red line) using an elliptical best fit. Lower Right) Cartesian plot of
the normalized power intensity with the best-fit semicircular von Mises
distribution (blue curve) to calculate the fibril dispersion k

2.4 Image processing

The collagen fibril network in each z-stack projection was
analyzed using FiberFit (Morrill et al. 2016), a free software
application that utilizes a fast Fourier transform (FFT) and
a semicircular von Mises distribution to estimate mean fibril
orientation, θp, and fibril dispersion, k.The parameter k is
analogous to the reciprocal of variance, where an increase
in k signifies alignment of fibrils toward the mean fibril ori-
entation, θp. A k of zero signifies no mean fibril orientation
(i.e., isotropic), and a k above 10 represents a nearly trans-
versely isotropic material that exhibits a highly aligned fibril
network. A θp of zero signifies that the mean fibril orien-
tation is aligned with the loading direction during uniaxial
tensile testing. The physical alignment of the imaged data
with the experimental loading directionwas accomplished by
first aligning the long axis of the dumbbell-shaped specimens

with the long axis of the glass slides when slicing the speci-
mens in the cryostat; and then using a protractor to estimate
any deviations between the long axes of the specimen and
glass slide, and rotating the confocal images to account for
this deviation. Prior to processing in FiberFit, the brightness
and contrast of each grayscale confocal image was adjusted
to reduce noise and enhance the appearance of the collagen
fibrils. For the 48 z-stack projections analyzed using FiberFit
(Fig. 4), the average coefficient of correlation (R2) between
the semicircular vonMises distribution and the fibril orienta-
tion histogram was 0.72 ± 0.17. After FiberFit analysis, the
microstructural parameters, k and θp, were quantified from
the three z-stack projections of each imaged specimen and
were averaged and inputted into the constitutive models. For
θp, the average value for each imaged specimen was calcu-
lated using the circular mean (Mardia and Jupp 2000).
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2.5 Constitutive models

To determine whether mean fibril orientation θ p and fibril
dispersion k are predictive of ligament mechanical behavior,
these microstructural parameters were input into a consti-
tutive model that incorporated a planar distribution of fibril
orientations—the fiber distribution model. Predictions from
the fiber distribution model were compared to a constitutive
model that assumed an aligned fibril orientation—the trans-
versely isotropic model. In this study, the ‘fiber’ networks
that are being modeled will represent the ‘fibril’ networks
that were measured from the confocal images.

2.5.1 Fiber distribution model

The structural parameters θp and k were embedded into an
uncoupled hyperelastic strain energy formulation that uses
a von Mises distribution of fiber orientations (Girard et al.
2009b). This formulation uses a strain energy term W that
accounts for the energy stored in the ground substance and a
planar fiber network:

W = Wgs +
θp+π/2

∫
θp−π/2

P
(
θ, θp, k

)
Wfiber [I4 (θ)] dθ (1)

Here Wgs is the strain energy density of the ground substance
using a Mooney–Rivlin model, which has two material coef-
ficients c1 and c2 (Mooney 1940; Rivlin 1948); and Wfiber is
the strain energy density of the fibrous network that uses a
previously described piecewise function (Gardiner andWeiss
2003;Weiss et al. 1996),which has four uniquematerial coef-
ficients, c3−c5 andλ∗. The domain intervals in this piecewise
function are determined by λ∗, which represents the stretch
when collagen straightens from a crimped state (i.e., tran-
sition strain). In this study, Wfiber will physically represent
the collagen fibril network in ligament. The integral term
accounts for the energy stored in a normal distribution of
fibers, where P is the semicircular von Mises distribution:

P
(
θ, θp, k

) = 1

π Io (k)
ek cos(2(θ−θp)) (2)

The Io term is the modified zero-order Bessel function:

Io (k) = 1

π
∫π
0 ek cos(x)dx (3)

Note that P is a normal distribution and satisfies the normal-
ization condition:

θp+π/2
∫

θp−π/2
P

(
θ, θp, k

)
dθ = 1 (4)

The 2nd Piola–Kirchhoff stress S can be calculated from
the dilational and deviatoric strain energy density, Wvol and
W̃ , respectively, using scalar invariants of the right Cauchy–
Green deformation tensor C, which is calculated from the
deformation gradient tensor F (C = FT · F):

S = 2

(
∂Wvol (J )

∂C
+ ∂W̃gs

∂ Ĩ1
· ∂ Ĩ1

∂C̃

+ ∂W̃gs

∂ Ĩ2
· ∂ Ĩ2

∂C̃
+ ∂W̃ f iber

∂λ
· ∂λ

∂ Ĩ4
· ∂ Ĩ4

∂C̃

)

(5)

Here J is the Jacobian and equals unity when assuming
incompressibility, Ĩ1 and Ĩ2 are the first and second scalar
invariants of C̃, which is the uncoupled deviatoric right
Cauchy–Green deformation tensor, and Ĩ4 is defined as:

Ĩ4 (θ) = a0 (θ) · C̃ · a0 (θ) = λ2 (6)

where ao is a unit vector that represents the local fiber ori-
entation prior to deformation and λ is the fiber stretch. The
2nd Piola–Kirchhoff stress S is converted to Cauchy stress,
T, using a push forward operation:

T = pI + 2

J

[
c1

(
B̃ − 1

3
Ĩ1I

)
+ c2

((
Ĩ1B̃ − B̃2

)

−2

3
Ĩ2 (θ) I

)]

+
θp+π/2

∫
θp−π/2

P
(
θ, θp, k

) λW̃λ

J

(
a ⊗ a − 1

3
I
)

dθ (7)

where W̃λ is the partial derivative of W̃fiber with respect to
λ, p is the hydrostatic pressure, and a is a unit vector that
represents the local fiber orientation after deformation. The
Cauchy stress values predicted by themodel along the axis of
loading (T11) can be directly compared to the Cauchy stress
values that were experimentally calculated from the uniaxial
tensile tests.

2.5.2 Transversely isotropic model

A common transversely isotropic fiber model for ligament is
a hyperelastic formulation developed by Weiss et al. (1996).
This transversely isotropic model uses the same Wgs and
Wfiber described previously for the fiber distribution model
[Eq. 1]. By using a very large k value in the fiber distribu-
tion model [Eq. 7], the fibers become highly aligned, and
the fiber distribution model effectively reduces to the trans-
versely hyperelastic model developed byWeiss et al. (Fig. 5).
For this study, a transversely isotropic model was created by
inserting a large k value of 500 in the fiber distribution for-
mulation.
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2.6 MATLAB implementation

The fiber distribution model from Sect. 2.5.1 was imple-
mented into MATLAB. Incremental deformations were pre-
scribed to a unit cube based on the unidirectional strain
applied during tensile experiments. Volume preservation was
assumed (i.e., isochoric deformation), and the hydrostatic
pressure term p (Eq. 7) was calculated by setting the in-plane
stress component, normal to the loading direction, to zero.
For the fiber distribution model, the integral was approxi-
mated numerically by utilizing 181 equally divided angles
between θp − π/2 and θp + π/2. The three-dimensional
Cauchy stress tensor T and engineering strain tensor E (E =
U − I, where U is the right stretch tensor) were calculated,
and plots were generated for the stress and strain components
along the direction of loading. Please note that the strain E
used in this study is also called Biot strain.

The MATLAB model was verified using the open source
finite element modeling software FEBio (Maas et al. 2012).
The ‘Mooney–Rivlin von Mises Fibers’ model in FEBio,
which uses the same constitutive equations as the fiber distri-
butionmodel implemented inMATLAB(Eq. 7),was selected
for a single 8-node hexahedral element. The element was
loaded to a stretch of 1.1 along the mean fiber orienta-
tion (θp = 0) using k values of 0.5, 1, and 5, while all
other material coefficients were kept constant (bulk mod-
ulus = K = 100, 000 MPa, c1 = 2.4 MPa, c2 = 0 Pa,
c3 = 2.33 KPa, c4 = 25.28, c5 = 253.7 MPa, λ∗ = 1.06).
In FEBio, the hydrostatic pressure term p for the ‘Mooney–
Rivlin vonMises Fibers’model is a function of bulkmodulus,
p = 0.5K (ln J )2, and by selecting a large bulk modulus
value, a nearly incompressible material can be modeled. By
setting c2 = 0, we modeled the isotropic matrix as a neo-
Hookean solid. The FEBio results were compared to the
results from the MATLAB fiber distribution model using the
same material coefficients (Fig. 5). To test the validity of the
transversely isotropic fibermodel described in Sect. 2.5.2, the
‘trans iso’ model in FEBio was selected for the single 8-node
element. Results from the trans iso FEBio model were com-
pared to theMATLABfiber distributionmodel with a k value
of 500 (all other coefficients were equal between the MAT-
LAB and FEBio models). A very strong positive correlation
existed between MATLAB and FEBio for all comparisons
(R2 = 1.00) (Fig. 5). This excellent correlation verified that
the fiber distribution model and the transversely isotropic
model used in this study had been correctly implemented
into MATLAB.

2.7 Parameter estimation and model validation

To test the study hypothesis, a model validation strategy was
developed with two stages (Fig. 6). In stage one, the six non-
structural material coefficients, c1−c5 and λ∗, in the fiber

Fig. 5 Comparison of results from the von Mises fiber distribution
model implemented inMATLAB, and results from FEBio using similar
models and material parameters

distribution model (see 2.5.1) were curve fit to the LCSL
experimental stress–strain results (longitudinal and trans-
verse). All curve fits for c1−c5 were automatically generated
in MATLAB using the nonlinear least-squares algorithm
‘lsqrcurvefit’ to minimize the sum of squares difference
between the experimental and theoretical stress values. Initial
guesses were constrained to positive real numbers, except for
c2, which was unconstrained. In stage two, these six material
coefficients were held constant to determine if specimen-
specific differences in the PAL fibril architecture could
predict the differences observed in the mechanical behav-
ior between the LCSL and PAL specimens. This two-stage
strategy for model validation follows established methods
of first curve fitting model parameters to experimental data,
and then using an independent data set to test the model pre-
dictions. For this study, we curve fit the LCSL mechanical
data (stage one) and the PAL mechanical data served as the
independent data set to test model predictions (stage two).

Stage one used an iterative and automated procedure
to curve fit model parameters to the LCSL experimental
data. Although some similarity exists between this procedure
and an established curve fitting method for the transversely
isotropic model (Quapp and Weiss 1998), fitting the fiber
distribution model is notably more complicated since a con-
tinuous distribution of fibers will actively resist deformation
during both longitudinal and transverse loading. Therefore,
we could not use the previously established approach of first
fitting c1 and c2 to the transverse data, and then fitting c3−c5
to the longitudinal data (Quapp andWeiss 1998), and instead
we used the following five step iterative approach. In step
1, the λ∗ term was calculated by finding the strain value
where the LCSL longitudinal stress–strain curve entered a
region with a highly linear correlation (R2 ≥ 0.98). In step
2, c1 and c2 were fit to the LCSL transverse experimen-
tal data with the assumption that the deformation was only
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Fig. 6 Two-stage strategy to curve fit and predict experimental results.
In stage 1, all model parameters were curve fit to the LCSL exper-
imental stress response. In stage 2, the model was used to predict
PAL stress by only updating the structural parameters (k, θp) based on
specimen-specific confocal imaging of the PAL,while all non-structural

parameters, c1 − c5 and λ*, were kept constant. This strategy tested
whether differences in mechanical behavior between the LCSL and
PAL could be predicted by only adjusting for differences in collagen
microstructure between the LCSL and PAL. This two-stage analysis
was performed for eight pairs of LCSL and PAL ligaments

resisted by the ground substance, and not the fiber network
(c3 = c4 = c5 = 0). In step 3, the c3 and c4 coefficients were
fit to the toe region of the LCSL longitudinal experimental
data and c5 was fit to the linear region of the LCSL longitudi-
nal experimental data, while c1 and c2 were taken from step
2. In step 4, c1 and c2 were recalculated by fitting them to
a modified version of the transverse experimental data. This
modified version removed the stress contribution from the
fiber network by subtracting the stress response associated
with the fiber coefficients, c3−c4, from the transverse exper-
imental data. This effectively allowed the combined stress
contribution of the ground substance and fiber network to
nicely fit the unmodified transverse experimental data. For
this modified version, a boundary condition was enforced
that the ground substance could not have a negative stress
contribution. In step 5, c3−c5 were refit to the longitudinal
experimental data using c1 and c2 from step 4. Importantly,
the k and θp parameters from confocal imaging were used in
steps 3–5. This automated methodology was able to produce
excellent fits to the experimental data (Fig. 7).

Stage two determined if the model developed in stage one
could predict the PAL stress response when only modifying
the values of the structural parameters. For this stage, the six
non-structural parameters acquired in stage one (c1−c5 and
λ∗) were held constant, while the two structural parameters
acquired in stage one from confocal imaging of the LCSL
(k and θp) were substituted with the structural parameters
acquired from confocal imaging of the PAL. The PALmodel
predictions of the stress response were then compared to the
actual PAL experimental results for purposes of validation
(Fig. 6). We therefore never curve fit the PAL experimen-
tal results, but rather tried to predict the PAL experimental
results by using values for the structural parameters based on
specimen-specific imaging data.

2.8 Sensitivity analysis

To better understand the sensitivity of the PAL model pre-
dictions to the structural parameters measured from confocal

Fig. 7 Curve fitting the material coefficients of the fiber distribution
model to the raw data from one representative set of LCSL tensile
experiments

imaging, the two-stage validation strategy was performed
using four cases of structural parameters. Case 1 was a trans-
versely isotropic model, k = 500, with θp aligned with
the loading direction (this model uses no structural param-
eter values measured from confocal imaging). Case 2 was
a transversely isotropic model, k = 500, with θp measured
from confocal images of the fibril network. Case 3 was a
fiber distribution model with θp aligned with the loading
direction and k measured from confocal images of the fibril
network. Case 4 was a fiber distribution model with θp and
k measured from confocal images of the fibril network. It is
important to note that the curve fitting approach described in
stage one, to best fit c1−c5 to the specimen-specific LCSL
experiments, was independently repeated for each of these
four cases. For example, to apply case 3, we would curve fit
the LCSL data using only one specimen-specific structural
parameter (k), and θp would be aligned along the loading
direction. Then when predicting the PAL stress response, we
would only adjust one specimen-specific parameter (k), and
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θp would again be aligned along the loading direction. This
strategy resulted in different model parameters for each case
and allowed us to determine what specimen-specific struc-
tural parameters were most beneficial for predicting changes
in the mechanical response of ligament.

2.9 Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed in multiple parts using
SPSS (Version 23; IBM Corp., Armonk, NY). The effect of
specimen harvest location on the experimental linear modu-
lus, peak stress, θp, and k was assessed using MANOVA. A
MANOVAalso assessed the ability of the constitutivemodels
to predict PAL linear modulus and peak stress, and was used
to measure the effect of model type on the material coef-
ficients selected to best fit the LCSL experimental results.
For all MANOVA tests, an LSD post hoc test was used
for equal variances, and a Games–Howell test for unequal
variances. The quality of the model fits to the LCSL and
PAL stress–strain behavior was quantified using the Nash–
Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient (R2). Significance was set to
p < 0.05, and all results were reported with standard devia-
tion.

3 Results

3.1 Tensile testing

The LCSL longitudinal, LCSL transverse, and PAL trans-
verse specimens exhibited unique stress–strain behavior
under tensile loading (Fig. 8). Compared to the LCSL trans-
verse specimens, the PAL transverse specimens had a nearly

Fig. 8 Average stress–strain response of tensile experiments per-
formed on LCSL and PAL specimens, when loaded longitudinal or
transverse to the primary direction of the visible fascicles

four times greater linear modulus (p < 0.01) and a three
times greater peak stress (p < 0.01); while compared to the
LCSL longitudinal specimens, the PAL transverse specimens
had one-fifth of the linear modulus (p < 0.01) and one-
third of the peak stress at 6% grip-to-grip strain (p < 0.01)
(Table 2).

3.2 Imaging

The mean fibril orientation θp for the LCSL longitudinal
specimens was nearly aligned to the loading axis, and for
the LCSL transverse specimens was nearly perpendicular to
the loading axis (Table 2). The mean fibril orientation θp

for the PAL transverse specimens was close to perpendic-
ular to the loading axis (Table 2). The fibril dispersion k
for the PAL transverse specimens was nearly one-fifth the
value of the LCSL specimens, indicating that the PAL had
a more disorganized fibrillar structure than the LCSL, but
this difference was not significant (p = 0.057). The aver-
age intra-specimen variability in measuring fibril dispersion
from confocal images for LCSL longitudinal and PAL trans-
verse specimens was 1.5 and 0.7, respectively. The average
intra-specimen variability in measuring mean fibril orienta-
tion from confocal images for LCSL longitudinal and PAL
transverse specimens was 7.6 and 34.7 deg, respectively.

3.3 Parameter estimation

The automated curve fitting approach used to fit model
parameters to each longitudinal and transverse LCSL experi-
ment resulted in average stress–strain curveswith very strong
positive correlations to the average LCSL experimental data
(R2 = 1.0; Fig. 9). These strong correlations occurred
when using zero, one, or two structural parameters from
confocal imaging data (Table 3). For each individual lon-
gitudinal and transverse LCSL experiment, all models had
fits with R2 values greater than 0.93, except for one LCSL
transverse specimen that fit poorly to the fiber distribution
model (R2 = 0.49; Table 3). No significant differences
existed between the fitted coefficients used for the trans-
versely isotropic and fiber distribution models (Table 3).

3.4 Model predictions and sensitivity analysis

The six material coefficients curve fit to each specimen using
the LCSL experimental data (c1 − c5, λ∗; Table 3) were then
held constant to determine if differences between the LCSL
and PAL structural parameters (k and θp) could predict the
differences observed in the mechanical behavior between the
LCSLandPALspecimens (Fig. 8). The averagemodel results
and average PAL experimental results had a very weak rela-
tionship when structural parameter values were not based
on confocal imaging (R2 = 0.12; Fig. 10a), had a moder-
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Table 2 Mechanical Properties and Structural Parameters of Bovine Ligament

Specimen
type

Toe region
modulus
(MPa)

Linear region
modulus
(MPa)

Transition
stress
(kPa)

Peak stress
(kPa)†

Mean fibril
orientation
θp (deg)

Fibril
dispersion k

LCSL longitudinal 5.2 ± 1.3 27.6 ± 12.5 302.3 ± 135.5 536.2 ± 110.0 1.3 ± 9.6 5.7 ± 5.3

LCSL transverse 0.7 ± 0.2a 1.5 ± 0.4a 31.5 ± 9.1a 50.9 ± 15.0a 88.7 ± 9.6 5.7 ± 5.3

PAL transverse 1.7 ± 0.6a 5.6 ± 2.5a 80.9 ± 28.2a 157.9 ± 60.1a,b 78.9 ± 39.3 1.1 ± 0.8

†Calculated at 6% grip-to-grip strain
a Significantly different than LCSL longitudinal data (p ≤ 0.05)
b Significantly different than LCSL transverse data (p ≤ 0.05)

Fig. 9 By using an automated curve fitting approach to select c1 − c5,
and λ∗, the fiber distribution model was able to successfully represent
the LCSL experimental results.

ate relationship when one structural parameter was based on
confocal imaging (R2 = 0.62 and 0.57; Fig. 10b–c), and had
a strong relationship when two structural parameter values
were based on confocal imaging (R2 = 0.97; Fig. 10d). For
each individual PAL experiment, the fiber distribution model
using k and θp values based on confocal imaging predicted
the stress response in four out of the eight specimens with
moderately strong correlations to the experimental results
(R2 > 0.5; Table 3). In comparison, the fiber distribution
model using k values from confocal imaging had fits with
moderately strong correlations for three of the PAL speci-
mens, the transversely isotropic model using θp values from
confocal imaginghadfitswithmoderately strong correlations
for one PAL specimen, and the transversely isotropic model
using no parameter values from confocal imaging had fits
with moderately strong correlations for two PAL specimens
(Table 3).

The fiber distribution model, using k and θp values from
confocal imaging, predicted the PAL linear modulus and
peak stress to within 20 and 10% of the average PAL
experimental results, respectively (Table 4). When the fiber

distribution model or transversely isotropic model used only
one structural parameter value based on confocal imaging
data, the linearmodulus andpeak stresswere predictedwithin
approximately 35–40% of the average PAL experimental
results. The transversely isotropic model, using no structural
parameter values from confocal imaging, significantly under
predicted the PAL linear modulus and peak stress by 75 and
65% of the average PAL experimental results, respectively
(p < 0.05).

4 Discussion

This study investigated whether differences in collagen fibril
architecture at the microscale are predictive of differences
in local mechanical behavior at the macroscale. By using
confocal imaging and FFT, fibril dispersion and mean fibril
orientation were quantified and input into constitutive mod-
els. This study found that incorporating specimen-specific
structural parameters could improve model accuracy in pre-
dicting ligament mechanical behavior. These results support
our hypothesis and emphasize the functional importance of
collagen fibril architecture in ligament mechanics.

An important finding of this study is that the observed
differences in the average mechanical behavior of two dif-
ferent ligaments (LCSL and PAL) were closely predicted
by accounting for variations in the angular distribution of
collagen fibrils (Fig. 10). When the stress response of lig-
ament with a disorganized fibril network (PAL transverse)
was modeled using the same model equations and parame-
ters that provided an excellent fit to ligament with an aligned
fibril network (LCSL transverse), the predicted mechanical
behavior had a very weak correlation to the average PAL
experimental values (R2 = 0.12). The R2 valuewas improved
to 0.62 and 0.57 when either mean fibril orientation θp or
fibril dispersion was measured from confocal imaging of the
PAL, respectively. This prediction was further improved to
an R2 value of 0.97 when both mean fibril orientation θp and
fibril dispersion k were measured from confocal images of
the PAL. The inclusion of both structural parameter values
based on confocal imaging also reduced the error in predict-
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Table 3 Averagematerial coefficients used tomodel the stress response
of LCSL and PAL specimens, and the corresponding R2 values of the
curvefits between individual experimental andmodel results. TheLCSL

experiments were used to curve fit the non-structural parameters, c1-
c5, and λ∗, while the PAL experiments were used to validate the stress
response predicted by the model

Model                
type

Specimen         
type 

c
1

(MPa)
c

2

(MPa)
c

3

(kPa)
c

4
c

5

(MPa)
Fibril

dispersion
k

Mean fibril 
orientation 

θ
p  

(deg)

Model fit to experimental data 

(R
2
) 

Trans iso (case 1)  LCSL long 2.0 ± 0.6 -2.0 ± 0.6 11.2 ± 10.8 67.4 ± 18.2 29.3 ± 15.8 500 0 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 0.99, 0.99, 0.99, 0.98, 0.98

  LCSL trans 2.0 ± 0.6 -2.0 ± 0.6 11.2 ± 10.8 67.4 ± 18.2 29.3 ± 15.8 500 90 0.99, 0.99, 0.98, 0.98, 0.98, 0.98, 0.96, 0.93 

  PAL trans 2.0 ± 0.6 -2.0 ± 0.6 11.2 ± 10.8 67.4 ± 18.2 29.3 ± 15.8 500 90 0.66, 0.51, 0.40, 0.01, -0.03, -0.05, -0.23, -0.48 

Trans iso (case 2)  LCSL long 2.0 ± 0.6 -1.9 ± 0.6 11.4 ± 10.8 70.4 ± 17.4 32.2 ± 15.2 500 -1.3 ± 9.6 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 0.99, 0.99, 0.99, 0.99, 0.98

  LCSL trans 2.0 ± 0.6 -1.9 ± 0.6 11.4 ± 10.8 70.4 ± 17.4 32.2 ± 15.2 500 88.7 ± 9.6 0.99, 0.99, 0.98, 0.98, 0.98, 0.98, 0.96, 0.93

  PAL trans 2.0 ± 0.6 -1.9 ± 0.6 11.4 ± 10.8 70.4 ± 17.4 32.2 ± 15.2 500 78.9 ± 39.3 0.66, 0.32, 0.22, 0.01, -0.03, -0.23, -0.48, -1.65

Fiber distr (case 3)  LCSL long 1.6 ± 1.0 -1.6 ± 1.0 16.1 ± 16.4 71.1 ± 17.3 40.7 ± 16.2 5.7 ± 5.3 0 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 0.99, 0.99, 0.99, 0.99, 0.98

  LCSL trans 1.6 ± 1.0 -1.6 ± 1.0 16.1 ± 16.4 71.1 ± 17.3 40.7 ± 16.2 5.7 ± 5.3 90 0.99, 0.99, 0.98, 0.98, 0.98, 0.98, 0.96, 0.93

  PAL trans 1.6 ± 1.0 -1.6 ± 1.0 16.1 ± 16.4 71.1 ± 17.3 40.7 ± 16.2 1.1 ± 0.8 90 0.91, 0.63, 0.58, 0.45, 0.19, 0.15,   -0.29, -2.22

Fiber distr (case 4)  LCSL long 1.6 ± 1.0 -1.5 ± 1.0 16.9 ± 16.8 71.9 ± 17.3 43.7 ± 15.7 5.7 ± 5.3 -1.3 ± 9.6 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 0.99, 0.99, 0.99, 0.99, 0.98

  LCSL trans 1.6 ± 1.0 -1.5 ± 1.0 16.9 ± 16.8 71.9 ± 17.3 43.7 ± 15.7 5.7 ± 5.3 88.7 ± 9.6 0.99, 0.99, 0.98, 0.98, 0.97, 0.96, 0.93, 0.49

  PAL trans 1.6 ± 1.0 -1.5 ± 1.0 16.9 ± 16.8 71.9 ± 17.3 43.7 ± 15.7 1.1 ± 0.8 78.9 ± 39.3 0.92, 0.86, 0.69, 0.59, 0.22, -0.25, -3.81, -3.85

The average value used for λ∗ was 1.050 ± 0.006 for all four models. All values in mean ± SD
LCSL-LG LCSL longitudinal, LCSL-TR LCSL transverse, PAL-TR PAL transverse

Fig. 10 Comparison between
PAL transverse experimental
data and model predictions. The
following parameter values in
the models were based on
specimen-specific imaging data:
a none, b mean fibril orientation
θp , c fibril dispersion k, d mean
fibril orientation θp and fibril
dispersion k
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Table 4 PAL mechanical properties from tensile experiments and model predictions

Type Parameters from imaging Linear region modulus (MPa) Peak stress (kPa)

Experiment – 5.6 ± 2.5 157.9 ± 60.1

Trans iso model 0 1.4 ± 0.4* 56.1 ± 16.5∗

Trans iso model 1 (θp) 3.3 ± 5.1 101.7 ± 46.5

Fiber distr model 1 (k) 3.6 ± 2.2 96.3 ± 44.2

Fiber distr model 2 (θp , k) 6.7 ± 5.9 173.8 ± 137.2

Calculated at 6% grip-to-grip strain
∗Significantly different between model prediction and experimental result (p<0.05); mean ± SD

ing the average PAL linear modulus and PAL peak stress by
over three times. These results demonstrate that the predictive
accuracy of the model is sensitive to both specimen-specific
structural parameters, θp and k. Although the average fits
were excellent when using θp and k from confocal imag-
ing data, the fits of the individual PAL specimens were only
moderately strong in half the specimens. The poor fits in half
the PAL specimens explain the large standard deviations in
the average PAL stress–strain predictions (Fig. 10d). When
we examined microstructural differences between the PAL
specimens with good and poor fits, we noticed that two of
the PAL specimens with poor fits had fibril dispersion values
similar to the paired LCSL, while all PAL specimens with
good fits had at least half the fibril dispersion value relative
to the paired LCSL. This suggests that either our model-
ing approach is not able to predict mechanical differences
between specimens with similar fibril distributions, or the
imaging and modeling methodology used in this study was
unable to accurately represent the fibril network in all spec-
imens. It is possible that predictions would be improved by
imaging collagen networks at a higher scale with histology
or polarized light imaging (Ni Annaidh et al. 2012), or by
incorporating non-affine fibril kinematics and representative
specimen geometry.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to use specimen-
specific imaging data of collagen networks to model lig-
ament, and it is one of the first research projects to use
mechanical testing and imaging data of collagen fibrils to
analyze thevalidity of a structuralmodel offibrous soft tissue.
Most previously published research that uses fiber distribu-
tion models to predict soft tissue mechanics have estimated
fiber parameters by using numerical methods. For example,
several studies have used numerical methods to select a fiber
dispersion parameter that optimized the model predictions to
experimental results (Billiar and Sacks 2000; Driessen et al.
2005;GirardMJa, Downs JC, BottlangM,BurgoyneCF, Suh
J-KF, 2009; Hansen et al. 2009). The current study builds
upon this prior work by directly measuring fiber parameters
from specimens that were subjected to mechanical testing
and inputting these measured structural parameters into the
model. At least two other research projects used a similar

experimental approach, as Wan et al. measured fiber orienta-
tion distribution of mouse carotid arteries using multiphoton
microscopy (2012), and Szczesny et al. measured fiber ori-
entation distribution of supraspinatus tendon using polarized
light imaging (2012). Wan et al. and Szczesny et al. then
incorporated the measured parameters into structural consti-
tutive models. An important difference between these two
prior research projects and the current study is that while the
prior research usedmeasured structural parameters to predict
differences in mechanical response when individual speci-
mens were subjected to different loading regimes, the current
study used measured structural parameters to predict differ-
ences in mechanical response between specimens that were
subjected to the same loading regimebutwere harvested from
different anatomical locations (i.e., the LCSL and PAL). The
one previous study we found that tested the predictive ability
of a fiber distribution model to predict differences in tensile
mechanics between specimens harvested at different anatom-
ical locations was used for the dermis and had excellent fits,
but only used a sample size of one for model predictions (Ni
Annaidh et al. 2012). A rationale for our research design was
that it could add to the existing knowledge by directly deter-
mining if the measured structural parameters could provide
any predictive benefitwhenmodeling tissues that have differ-
ent fibrillar architecture, and thereby could give insight into
the interrelations between macroscopic mechanical behavior
and collagen fibril organization.

Findings from this study may help partially explain
the inhomogeneity in mechanical behavior that has been
observed in ligament and tendon. Previous studies found
that the linear modulus from different regions of human lig-
ament had an average coefficient of variation of 87% (Lujan
et al. 2007, 2009), and from different regions of human
supraspinatus tendon had a coefficient of variation of roughly
90% (Lake et al. 2009). These results are comparable to the
current study, where the linear modulus from transverse ten-
sile tests from two different regions (PAL and LCSL) had
a coefficient of variation of 78%. Interestingly, we found
that the large variation in LCSL and PAL mechanical behav-
ior could be reasonably predicted by only accounting for
regional differences in fibril dispersion and mean fibril ori-
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entation. This is consistent with work by Lake et al. and
Szczesny et al. that found a strong correlation between the
linear modulus of supraspinatus tendon and the dispersion of
the collagen fiber network (Lake et al. 2009; Szczesny et al.
2012). These results suggest that variability in mechanical
behavior within a ligament is governed by the angular distri-
bution of the collagen network. These findings are relevant
to ongoing investigations into the microstructural origins of
mechanical behavior in soft connective tissue (Fessel and
Snedeker 2009; Henninger et al. 2013).

A potential application of the fiber distribution model is
to describe and predict the functional impact of collagen
remodeling in ligament and tendon. Growth and remodeling
algorithms have been used to model many mechanobiolog-
ical phenomena, including vascular growth (Hariton et al.
2007), bone remodeling (Cowin and Hegedus 1976), and
tendon healing (Bajuri et al. 2016). During wound repair in
ligament, the extracellular matrix reorganizes from a highly
disperse and disorganized network of collagen to a network
with moderate collagen alignment (Frank 2004). The fiber
distribution model from this study has potential to predict
the impact of these observed microstructural adaptations on
the mechanical integrity of the damaged tissue. This could
provide insight into remodeling behavior that is associated
with robust ligament healing as well as recurrent sprains.
This potential application is supported by a recent paper
by Bajuri et al. 2016, which demonstrated that the fiber-
reinforced hyperelastic models developed by Gasser et al.
(2006) and Holzapfel et al. (2000) can successfully capture
the mechanical behavior of the Achilles tendon at discrete
time points during the healing process by adjusting the coef-
ficient for fiber dispersion. Although the Bajuri et al. study
did not use specimen-specific imaging data, it does suggest
that collagen fiber alignment can be predictive of mechanical
behavior in healing soft tissue.

A novel methodology was used in this study for parameter
estimation. Thematerial coefficients for the fiber distribution
model were fit to experimental data from uniaxial tensile
tests that were transverse and longitudinal to the visible
fascicle orientation. Due to the inclusion of the von Mises
distribution P in the strain energy formulation, the fiber
network will actively resist deformation during both longitu-
dinal and transverse loading. Therefore, we could not use
previously established fitting methods for fiber-reinforced
ligament models (Quapp and Weiss 1998), since the ground
substance coefficients could not be fit to the transverse tests
without also considering the stress contribution from the fiber
network. An iterative automated method was applied that
used an initial guess to first fit ground substance coefficients,
c1−c2, to the transverse experimental data, and then updated
this initial guess based on fitting the fiber network coeffi-
cients, c3 − c5, to the longitudinal experimental data. This
method was successful, as we obtained excellent fits, regard-

less of whether zero, one or two structural coefficients, k
and θp, were acquired from confocal imaging (Table 3). This
method differs from previous research, which fit the non-
structural parameters of fiber distribution models to just one
set of experimental data (e.g., tensile tests longitudinal to the
mean fiber direction) (Ni Annaidh et al. 2012).

The experimental and computational results from this
study were compared to previously published data. For
mechanical testing, the average linear modulus of 5.6 MPa
from PAL transverse tests in this study was within the 1-
15 MPa previously reported for bovine periodontal ligament
(Pini et al. 2002), and the average linear modulus of 27.6
MPa from LCSL longitudinal tests in this study was very
close to the 27 MPa reported for the calf patellar ligament
(Eleswarapu et al. 2011). For constitutive modeling, the
material coefficients calculated to best fit the transversely
isotropic fiber model to the LCSL experimental data were
compared to the material coefficients calculated in an earlier
study by Quapp and Weiss (c1-c5 and λ∗; Table 3) (1998).
There were no significant differences in the coefficients
that represented ground substance, c1-c2, but significant
differences (p<0.05) did exist in the material coefficients
associated with the fibrous network, c3 and c5. These dif-
ferences correspond to the lower linear modulus and peak
stress observed in the bovine ligament experiments relative
to human ligament.

Limitations exist in this study. The confocal microscopy
technique used to autofluoresce collagen networks also aut-
ofluoresced elastin networks. Although elastin constitutes
less than 5% of the total dry-weight of ligament (Gentleman
et al. 2003), elastin still likely influenced the calculation of θp

and k, and this should be considered when interpreting the
results. Another limitation is that the structural parameters
for each specimen were approximated from three confo-
cal images that were each nearly 150 times smaller in area
than the mechanically tested tissue. A sample size of three
per specimen was determined acceptable because increasing
the number of confocal images to seven per specimen only
nominally changed the specimen’s average microstructural
parameters in a pilot study (data not shown). The structural
parameters used in the constitutive models were only related
to the two-dimensional collagen fiber distribution that we
measured when the specimen was stretched into the linear
region of the stress–strain curve, and we did not consider the
load-dependent realignment of the collagen network (Lake
et al. 2009), nor did we consider other structural parame-
ters that have been shown to influence mechanical behavior,
including the diameter, type, density, and interactions of col-
lagen. Model predictions could potentially be improved by
using a three-dimensional von Mises distribution, or includ-
ing strain energy terms that model different fibrous networks
(e.g., type I and type III collagen, elastin) and interactions
between the fibrous networks and ground substance (Wag-
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ner and Lotz 2004). In addition, this study only examined
ligaments in neighboring regions of the bovine fetlock joint,
and future work would need to determine if the measured fib-
ril parameters can also improve model predictions in human
ligaments frommore diverse anatomical regions. Our results
are based on a single volumetric element that did not account
for specimen geometry or local strain behavior. Nevertheless,
single elements can provide useful insight into fiber–matrix
behavior (Fan and Sacks 2014), and grip-to-grip strain is a
commonmeasure to quantify themechanical behavior of soft
tissues (Henninger et al. 2013; Park andAteshian 2006). Fur-
thermore, grip-to-grip strain has a nearly linear correlation to
midsubstance tissue strain (Peloquin et al. 2016; Tian et al.
2015) and has been previously used to model experimental
data (Park and Ateshian 2006). Finally, this study tested the
quasi-static mechanical behavior of ligament, and the strain-
rate-dependent behavior of ligament was not accounted for
within the constitutive equations.

In conclusion, this study used a structural constitutive
model with confocal imaging data to determine that collagen
fibril dispersion and mean fibril orientation were predictive
of observed differences in ligament mechanical behavior.
The primary function of ligament is mechanical; therefore,
these results emphasize the importance of collagen fibril
alignment on ligament function. Future work will use the
fiber distribution model used in this study to investigate
ligament remodeling and growth during normal and patho-
logical processes. The findings of this study progress the
structure–function knowledge of ligament and are applicable
to the engineering and evaluation of functional replacement
tissue.
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